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1 INTRODUCTION

Numerous recent investigations (references [17, 26, 11, 19, 12] have greatly
increased our knowledge of turbulent flow in smooth tubes, channels, and
along plates so that there are now available satisfactory data on velocity
distribution, on the laws controlling resistance, on impact, and on mixing
length. The data cover the turbulent behavior of these flow problems. The
logical development would now indicate a study of the laws governing turbulent
flow of fluids in rough tubes, channels, and along rough plane surfaces. A
study of these problems, because of their frequent occurrence in practice,
is more important than the study of flow along smooth surfaces and is also of
great interest as an extension of our physical knowledge of turbulent flow.
Turbulent flow of water in rough tubes has been studied during the last
century by many investigators of whom the most outstanding will be briefly
mentioned here. H. Darcy (reference [3]) made comprehensive and very careful
tests on 21 pipes of cast iron, lead, wrought iron, asphalt-covered cast
iron, and glass. With the exception of the glass all pipes were 100 meters
long and 1.2 to 50 centimeters in diameter. He noted that the discharge was
dependent upon the type of surface as well as upon the diameter of the pipe
and the slope. If his results are expressed in the present notation and the
resistance factor λ is considered dependent upon the Reynolds number Re,
then it is found that according to his measurements λ, for a given relative
roughness k

r
, varies only slightly with the Reynolds number (k is the average

depth of roughness and r is the radius of the pipe; Reynolds number Re = ud
ν

in which u is the average velocity, d is the pipe diameter, and ν is
the kinematic viscosity). The friction factor decreases with an increasing
Reynolds number and the rate of decrease becomes slower for greater relative
roughness. For certain roughnesses his data indicate that the friction factor
λ is independent of the Reynolds number. For a constant Reynolds number, λ
increases markedly for an increasing relative roughness. H. Bazin (reference
[1]), a follower of Darcy, carried on the work and derived from his own and
Darcy’s test data an empirical formula in which the discharge is dependent
upon the slope and diameter of the pipe. This formula was used in practice
until recent times.
R. v. Mises (reference [27]) in 1914 did a very valuable piece of work,
treating all of the then-known test results from the viewpoint of similarity.
He obtained, chiefly from the observations of Darcy and Bazin with circular
pipes, the following formula for the friction factor λ in terms of the
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Reynolds number and the relative roughness:

λ = 0.0024 +

√
k

r
+

0.3√
Re

This formula for values of Reynolds numbers near the critical, that is, for
small values, assumes the following form:

λ =

(
0.0024 +

√
k

r

)
·
(
1− 1000

Re

)
+

0.3√
Re
·
√

1− 1000

Re
+

8

Re
.

The term “relative roughness” for the ratio k
r

in which k is the absolute
roughness was first used by v. Mises. Proof of similarity for flow through
rough pipes was furnished in 1911 by T. E. Stanton (reference [22]). He
studied pipes of two diameters into whose inner surfaces two intersecting
threads had been cut. In order to obtain geometrically similar depths of
roughness he varied the pitch and depth of the threads in direct proportion
to the diameter of the pipe. He compared for the same pipe the largest
and smallest Reynolds number obtainable with his apparatus and then the
velocity distributions for various pipe diameters. Perfect agreement in the
dimensionless velocity profiles was found for the first case, but a small
discrepancy appeared in the immediate vicinity of the walls for the second
case. Stanton thereby proved the similarity of flow through rough tubes.
More recently L. Schiller (reference [21]) made further observations regarding
the variation of the friction factor A with the Reynolds number and with the
type of surface. His tests were made with drawn brass pipes. He obtained rough
surfaces in the same manner as Stanton by using threads of various depths and
inclinations on the inside of the test pipes. The pipe diameters ranged from
8 to 21 millimeters. His observations indicate that the critical Reynolds
number is independent of the type of wall surface. He further determined that
for greatly roughened surfaces the quadratic law of friction is effective as
soon as turbulence sets in. In the case of less severely roughened surfaces
he observed a slow increase of the friction factor with the Reynolds number.
Schiller was not able to determine whether this increase goes over into the
quadratic law of friction for high Reynolds numbers, since the Gottingen
test apparatus at that time was limited to about Re = 105 His results also
indicate that for a fixed value of Reynolds number the friction factor λ
increases with an increasing roughness.
L. Hopf (reference [7]) made some tests at about the same time as Schiller to
determine the function λ = f

(
Rek

r

)
. He performed systematic experiments on

rectangular channels of various depths with different roughnesses (wire mesh,
zinc plates having saw-toothed type surfaces, and two types of corrugated
plate). A rectangular section was selected in order to determine the effect
of the hydraulic radius (hydraulic radius r′ = area of section divided by
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wetted perimeter) on the variation in depth of section for a constant type
of wall surface. At Hopf’s suggestion these tests were extended by K. Fromm
(reference [5]). On the basis of his own and Fromm’s tests and of the other
available test data, Hopf concluded that there are two fundamental types of
roughness involved in turbulent flow in rough pipes. These two types, which
he terms surface roughness and surface corrugation, follow different laws
of similarity. A surface roughness, according to Hopf, is characterized by
the fact that the loss of head is independent of the Reynolds number and
dependent only upon the type of wall surface in accordance with the quadratic
law of friction. He considers surface corrugation to exist when the friction
factor as well as the Reynolds number depends upon the type of wall surface
in such a manner that, if plotted logarithmical, the curves for λ as a
function of the Reynolds number for various wall surfaces lie parallel to a
smooth curve. If a is the average depth of roughness and b is the average
distance between two projections from the surface, then surface corrugation
exists for small values of a

b
and surface roughness exists for large values

of a
b
.

A summary of the tests of Hopf, Fromm, Darcy, Bazin and others is given in
figures 6.1 and 6.2, the first illustrating surface roughness and the second
surface corrugation. Hopf derived for the friction factor A within the range
of surface roughness the following empirical formula:

λ = 4× 10−2 ·
(
k

r′

)0.314

in which r′ is the hydraulic radius of the channel (r′ = 2F
U
; F = area of

cross-section; U = wetted perimeter). This formula applies to iron pipes,
cement, checkered plates and wire mesh. In the case of surface corrugation
he gives the formula

λ = λξ0

in which λ0 is the friction factor for a smooth surface and ξ is a
proportionality factor which has a value between 1.5 and 2 for wooden pipes
and between 1.2 and 1.5 for asphalted iron pipes.
The variation of the velocity distribution with the type of wall surface is
also important, as well as the law of resistance. Observations on this problem
were made by Darcy, Bazin, and Stanton (reference [22]). The necessary data,
however, on temperature of the fluid, type of wall surface, and loss of
head are lacking. In more recent times such observations have been made by
Fritsch (reference [4]) at the suggestion of Von Kármán, using the same type
of apparatus as that of Hopf and Fromm. The channel had a length of 200
centimeters, a width of 15 centimeters and a depth varying from 1.0 to 3.5
centimeters. A two-dimensional condition of flow existed, therefore, along
the short axis of symmetry. He investigated the velocity distribution for
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the following types of wall surface:

1. smooth

2. corrugated (wavy)

3. rough

a) (floors, glass plates with light corrugations)

4. rough

a) (ribbed glass)

5. toothed (termed saw-toothed by Fromm)

Fritsch found that for the same depth of channel the velocity distribution
(except for a layer adjacent to the walls) is congruent for all of these
types of surfaces if the loss of head is the same.
Tests in a channel with extremely coarse roughness were made by Treer,
(references [23] and [24]) in which he observed the resistance as well as the
velocity distribution. From these tests and from those of other investigators,
he found that the velocity distribution depends only upon the shearing stress,
whether this is due to variation in roughness or in the Reynolds number.
The numerous and in part very painstaking tests which are available at the
present time cover many types of roughness, but all lie within a very small
range of Reynolds number. The purpose of the present investigation is to
study the effect of coarse and fine roughnesses for all Reynolds numbers
and to determine the laws which are indicated. It was, therefore, necessary
to consider a definite relative roughness r

k
for a wide range of Reynolds

number and to determine whether for this constant r
k
, that is, for geometrical

similarity, the value λ = f(Re) is the same curve for pipes of different
diameter. There was also the question whether for the same r

k
the velocity

distributions are similar and vary with the Reynolds number, and whether for
a varying r

k
the velocity distributions are similar as stated by V. Kármán.

I wish here to express my sincere gratitude to my immediate superior,
Professor Dr. L. Prandtl, who has at all times aided me by his valuable
advice.
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2 EXPERIMENT

2.1 Description of Test Apparatus

The apparatus shown in figure 6.3 was used in making the tests. The same
apparatus was employed in the investigation of velocities for turbulent flow
in smooth pipes. The detailed description of the apparatus and measuring
devices has been presented in Forschungsheft 356 of the VDI. Only a brief
review will be given here. Water was pumped by means of a centrifugal pump
kp, driven by an electric motor em, from the supply canal vk, into the water
tank wk, then through the test pipe vr and into the supply canal vk. This
arrangement was employed in the investigation with medium and large values
of Reynolds number. An overflow was used in obtaining observations for small
values of Reynolds number. The water flowed through the supply line zl, into
the open water tank wk, and a vertical pipe str, connected with the tank,
conducted the overflowing water over the trap and down through the overflow
pipe fr. The flow in the test pipe could be throttled to any desired degree.
A constant high pressure in the water tank wk was required in order to attain
the highest values of Reynolds number. Observations were made on:

1. loss of head

2. velocity distribution in the stream immediately after leaving the test
pipe

3. discharge quantity

4. temperature of the water

Three hooked tubes with lateral apertures were used to measure the loss of
head. These tubes are described in detail in section The velocity distribution
was determined by means of a pitot tube with 0.2 millimeter inside diameter,
mounted in the velocity-measuring device gm, and adjustable both horizontally
and vertically. The discharge for Reynolds numbers up to 3× 105 was measured
in a tank mb on the basis of depth and time. Larger discharges were computed
by integrating the velocity distribution curve. Temperature readings were
taken at the outlet of the velocity-measuring device gm. The test pipes were
drawn brass pipes of circular section whose dimensions are given in table 1.
The diameters of the pipe were determined from the weight of the water which
could be contained in the pipe with closed ends and from the length of the
pipe.
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2.2 Fabrication and Determination of Roughness

Similitude requires that if mechanically similar flow is to take place in
two pipes they must have a geometrically similar form and must have similar
wall surfaces. The first requirement is met by the use of a circular section.
The second requirement is satisfied by maintaining a constant ratio of the
pipe radius r to the depth k of projections. It was essential, therefore,
that the materials producing the roughness should be similar. Professor D.
Thoma’s precedent of using sand for this purpose was adopted.
Grains of uniform size are required to produce uniform roughness throughout
the pipe. Ordinary building sand was sifted. In order to obtain an average
grain size of 0.8 millimeter diameter, for example, sieves were employed
having openings of 0.82- and 0.78-millimeter diameter. A Zeiss thickness
gage was used to obtain the actual average grain size by taking actual
measurements of the diameter of several hundred grains. These sand grains
were spread on a flat plate. The diameters of the individual grains were
then measured with the Zeiss thickness gage (having an accuracy of 0.001 mm)
by sliding the plate. For the case cited the arithmetical average was found
to be 0.8 millimeter.
A micro-photograph of uniform size (0.8-mm diameter) grains as reproduced
in figure 6.4 furnishes some information regarding grain form. Preliminary
tests had indicated the manner in which the pipes could be roughened with
sand. The pipe placed in a vertical position and with the lower end closed
was filled with a very thin Japanese lacquer and then emptied. After about
30 minutes, which is a period sufficient for the drying of the lacquer on the
pipe surface to the “tacky” state, the pipe was filled with sand of a certain
size. The sand was then allowed to flow out at the bottom. The preliminary
tests showed that the drying which now follows is of great importance for
durability. A drying period of two to three weeks is required, depending upon
the amount of moisture in the air. A uniform draft in the pipe, due to an
electric bulb placed at the lower end, helped to obtain even drying. After
this drying, the pipe was refilled with lacquer and again emptied, in order
to obtain a better adherence of the grains. There followed another drying
period of three to four weeks. At each end of the pipe, a length of about
10 centimeters was cut off in order to prevent any possible decrease in the
end sections. After the treatment just described the pipes were ready to be
measured.
One of the conditions cited above indicates that different grain sizes must
be used for pipes of different diameter if the ratio r

k
, which is the gage for

similarity of wall surface, is to remain constant. Geometrical similarity
of the wall surface requires that the form of the individual grains shall
be unchanged and also that the projection of the roughening, which has
hydrodynamical effects, shall remain constant. Figure 6.4 shows that voids
exist between the grains. The hydrodynamically effective amount of projection
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k is equal to the grain size. In order to determine whether the previously
observed diameter of grains is actually effective, a flat plate was coated
with thin Japanese lacquer (the necessary degree of thinness was determined by
preliminary tests) and roughened in accordance with the described procedure.
The projection of the grains above the surface was measured in the manner
already described and it was found that, for a definite degree of thinness of
the lacquer, this average projection agreed with the original measurements
of the grains.

2.3 Measurement of Static Pressure Gradient

Measurement of static pressure gradient during flow in smooth pipes is
usually made by piezometer holes in the walls of the pipe. Marked errors
result, however, if loss of head in rough pipes is determined in this same
manner. These are due to the fact that the vortices which result from flow
around the projections produce pressure or suction, depending on the position
of the aperture. For this reason the hooked tube was adopted for observing
the static pressure gradient. This tube had a rectangular bend as shown in
figure 6.5 and was mounted in the test pipe so that the free leg was parallel
to the direction of flow. Lateral openings only were bored in this free leg.
The outside diameter d of the tube was 2 millimeters. Other features of the
tube are in agreement with the specifications (reference [8]) set up for the
Prandtl pitot static tube (Staurohr). The free leg was placed at a distance
from the wall equal to 1/2 the radius of the test pipe. The connecting leg
was bent at an angle of about 60◦ in the plane of the free leg in order that
the position of the free leg might always be indicated. The bent tube was
fastened in the test pipe by means of a stuffing box.
Variation of the pressure readings in a hooked tube with variations in the
position of the tube relative to the direction of flow is shown in figure
6.61. This figure indicates that correct readings are obtained only if the
direction of the free leg deviates not more than 7.5◦ from the direction of
flow. The introduction of the hooked tube into the test pipe results in an
increase of pressure drop due to the resistance to the tube. The resistance
of the two hooked tubes used in measuring must be deducted from the observed
pressure drop P1 − P2. The resistance of the tube must therefore be known.
This value was found by measuring the pressure drop h in a smooth pipe
in terms of the discharge at a constant temperature, first by using wall
piezometer orifices and then by measuring the pressure drop h + a in terms
of the discharge at the same temperature by means of a hooked tube. The
increment a for equal discharges is the resistance of the hooked tubes. The
correction curve for this resistance is given in figure 6.7.

1This figure is taken from the work of H. Kumbruch, cited herein as reference [8]
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It should be noted that changes in direction of the tube result both in an
error in the pressure reading and in an increase in the resistance due to the
tube. If the corrected pressure drop P1 − P2 is divided by the observation
length l, (distance between the holes in the side of the hooked tubes), there
is obtained the static pressure gradient,

dp

x
=
P1 − P2

l

2.4 Preliminary Tests

A mixture of sieved sand and white lacquer in a definite proportion was used
to fill a pipe closed at the bottom, in the manner of Professor D. Thoma
(reference [6]). The mixture was then allowed to flow out at the bottom. After
a drying period of about two to three weeks, preliminary tests answered the
question whether the hydrodynamically effective projection of the roughening
remained constant. The pressure drop was measured at hourly intervals for a
given Reynolds number for which the average velocity u was about 20 meters per
second. It was observed that within a few days the pressure slope developed
a pronounced increase. A marked washing off of the lacquer was indicated
at the same time by deposits on the bottom of the supply channel. Another
objectionable feature was the partial washing out of the sand. The increase
in the pressure gradient is accounted for by the increase in projection
of roughness due to the washing off of the lacquer. Therefore, the method
of fastening the sand had to be changed in order to insure the required
condition of the surface during the test procedure. The projection k of the
roughness had to remain constant during the tests and the distribution of
the sand grains on the wall surfaces had to remain unchanged.
Adhesion between sand grains was prevented by using a very thin lacquer. This
lacquer formed a direct coating on the wall and also a covering on the grains
no thicker than the penetration of these grains into the lacquer coating of
the wall. The original form and size of the grains remained unchanged. A
determining factor in this problem was the degree of thickness of the lacquer
which was varied by the addition of turpentine until the original grain size
remained unchanged. Tests made with pipes without lacquer re-coating showed
that the sand would wash out. The re-coating with lacquer was, therefore,
adopted. If only a short period of drying was used for both coats, the
lacquer was washed off. If the first drying was short and the second long,
then all of the lacquer was also washed off. If the first drying period were
long and the second short, there would also be some loss of sand. A constant
condition of roughness could be obtained only when each lacquer coating was
dried from three to four weeks. The accuracy of observations made with the
hooked tube was checked by connecting the tube through a manometer to a wall
piezometer orifice at the same section of the pipe. Both connections should
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show the same pressure in a smooth pipe, that is, the manometer reading must
be zero. Hooked tubes checked in this manner were used for taking principal
observations.
Finally, a determination of the approach length x

d
was made. The velocity

distributions were observed for the largest relative roughness ratio k
r
= 1

15
.

The velocity at various distances y from the surface was determined for
Reynolds numbers of Re = 20× 103, 70× 103, and 150× 103 at various distances
from the entrance x

d
. This was effected by cutting off portions of the test

pipe. Tests show that changes in the approach length have small effect on
the Reynolds number. The approach length is somewhat shorter than that for
smooth pipes, x

d
≈ 40 (figure 6.8). The approach length x

d
= 50 was used as

for smooth pipes.
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3 EVALUATION OF TEST
RESULTS

3.1 Law of Resistance

The resistance factor λ for flow in the pipes is expressed by the formula:

λ =
dp

dx

d

q
(3.1)

in which dp
dx

is the pressure drop per unit of length, d is the diameter, and

q = ρu
2

2
, the dynamic pressure of the average flow velocity u and ρ is the

density. An extensive test program with a range of Re = 600 to Re = 106 for
the Reynolds number was carried out, and the relationship of the resistance
factor to the Reynolds number was studied for pipes of various roughnesses.
Six different degrees of relative roughness were used, with the relative
roughness k

r
determined by the ratio of the average projection k to the

radius r of the pipe. In evaluating the test data it seemed advisable to use
instead of the relative roughness k

r
, its reciprocal r

k
. Figure 6.9 shows to

a logarithmic scale the relation of the resistance factor to the Reynolds
number for the reciprocal values r

k
of the six relative roughnesses tested

and for a smooth pipe (see tables 5.2 to 5.7). The bottom curve is for the
smooth pipe. If the curve for λ = f(Re) is studied for a given relative
roughness, then it must be considered in three portions or ranges.
Within the first range, that of low Reynolds numbers, the roughness had
no effect on the resistance, and for all values of r

k
the curve λ = f(Re)

coincides with the curve for the smooth pipe. This range includes all laminar
flow and some turbulent flow. The portion of turbulent flow included increases
as the relative roughness decreases. As long as laminar flow exists, the
resistance factor may be expressed as:

λ =
64

Re
(3.2)

This is represented in figure 6.9 by a straight line of slope 1:1. Within
the first portion of turbulent flow in smooth pipes for a Reynolds number
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up to about Re = 105 the Blasius Resistance Law (reference [2]) holds:

λ =
0.316

Re1/4
. (3.3)

This is represented in the figure by a straight line of slope 1:4. The
critical Reynolds number for all degrees of relative roughness occurs at
about the same position as for the smooth pipe, that is, between 2160 and
2500.
Within the second range, which will be termed the transition range, the
influence of the roughness becomes noticeable in an increasing degree;
the resistance factor λ increases with an increasing Reynolds number. This
transition range is particularly characterized by the fact that the resistance
factor depends upon the Reynolds number as well as upon the relative
roughness.
Within the third range the resistance factor is independent of the Reynolds
number and the curves λ = f(Re) become parallel to the horizontal axis. This
is the range within which the quadratic law of resistance obtains.
The three ranges of the curves λ = f(Re) may be physically interpreted as
follows. In the first range the thickness δ of the laminar boundary layer,
which is known to decrease with an increasing Reynolds number, is still
larger than the average projection (δ > k). Therefore energy losses due to
roughness are no greater than those for the smooth pipe.
In the second range the thickness of the boundary layer is of the same
magnitude as the average projection (δ ≈ k). Individual projections extend
through the boundary layer and cause vortices which produce an additional
loss of energy. As the Reynolds number increases, an increasing number of
projections pass through the laminar boundary layer because of the reduction
in its thickness. The additional energy loss than becomes greater as the
Reynolds number increases. This is expressed by the rise of the curves
λ = f(Re) within this range.
Finally, in the third range the thickness of the boundary layer has become
so small that all projections extend through it. The energy loss due to the
vortices has now attained a constant value and an increase in the Reynolds
number no longer increases the resistance.
The relationships within the third range are very simple. Here the resistance
factor is independent of the Reynolds number and depends only upon the
relative roughness. This dependency may be expressed by the formula

λ =
1{

1.74 + 2 · log
(
r
k

)}2 . (3.4)

In order to check this formula experimentally the value 1√
λ

was plotted in
figure 6.10 against log r

k
and it was found that through these points there
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could be passed a line
1√
λ
= 1.74 + 2 · log

( r
k

)
. (3.5)

The entire field of Reynolds numbers investigated was covered by plotting
the term 1√

λ
− 2 · log r

k
against log v?k

ν
. This term is particularly suitable

dimensionally since it has characteristic values for conditions along the
surface. The more convenient value logRe

√
λ− log r

k
might be used instead of

log v?k
ν
, as may be seen from the following consideration. From the formula

for the resistance factor

λ =
dp

dx

4r

ρu2
(3.1)

the relationship between the shearing stress τ0 and the friction factor λ
may be obtained. In accordance with the requirements of equilibrium for a
fluid cylinder of length dx and radius r,

2πrτ0 =
dp

dx
πr2

or from equation (3.1)
τ0
ρ

= λ
u2

8
(3.6a)

or √
λ = 2.83

v?
u

(3.6b)

in which v? =
√

τ0
ρ

is the friction velocity. There results

Re
√
λ = 5.66

v?r

ν

and

log
(
Re
√
λ
)
− log

( r
k

)
= log

(
5.66 ·

(
v?k

ν

))
(3.7a)

or

log

(
v?k

ν

)
= const.+ log

(
Re
√
λ
)
− log

( r
k

)
(3.7b)

From equation (3.5) there is obtained

1√
λ
− 2 · log

( r
k

)
= 1.74 . (3.5a)

It is evident then that the magnitude of
(

1√
λ
− 2 · log

(
r
k

))
is constant within

the region of the quadratic law of resistance but within the other regions
is variable depending on the Reynolds number. The preceding explains why the

value log
(
Re
√
λ
)
− log

(
r
k

)
was used as the abscissa instead of log

(
Re
√
λ
)

as
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was done for the smooth pipe. Equation (3.5a) may now be written in the form

1√
λ
− 2 · log

( r
k

)
= f

(
log

(
v?k

ν

))
. (3.8)

There occurs here, as the determining factor, the dimensionless term

η =
v?k

ν

which is to be expected from the viewpoint of dimensional analysis.
The relationship

1√
λ
− 2 · log

( r
k

)
= f

(
log

(
v?k

ν

))
as determined experimentally is shown in figure 6.11 (see tables 5.2 to
5.7) for five degrees of relative roughness. The sixth degree of relative
roughness was not included because in that the assumption of geometrical
similarity probably did not exist. It is evident that a smooth curve may be
passed through all the plotted points.
The range I in which the resistance is unaffected by the roughness and in
which all pipes have a behavior similar to that of a smooth pipe is expressed
in this diagram (figure 6.11) by the equation

1√
λ
− 2 · log

( r
k

)
= 0.8 + 2 · log

(
v?k

ν

)
(3.9)

in which the value of a function f is determined by equation (3.8). The fact
that the test points lie below this range is due to the influence of viscosity
which is still present for these small Reynolds numbers. This indicates that
the law expressed in equation (3.3) is not exactly fulfilled. The transition
range, range II, is represented in figure 6.11 by a curve which at first
rises, then has a constant value, and finally drops. The curves to be used
in later computations will be approximated by three straight lines not shown
(references [18] and [20]) in figure 6.11. The range covered by the quadratic
law of resistance, range III, in this diagram lies above log

(
v?k
ν

)
= 1.83 and

corresponds to equation (3.5a). These lines may be expressed by equations
of the form

1√
λ
− 2 · log

( r
k

)
= a+ b · log

(
v?k

ν

)
(3.10)
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in which the constants a and b vary with
(
v?k
ν

)
in the following manner:

1√
λ
− 2 · log

( r
k

)
= 1.18 + 1.13 · log

(
v?k

ν

)
for 0.55 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 0.85

= 2.14 for 0.85 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 1.15

= 2.81− 0.588 · log
(
v?k

ν

)
for 1.15 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 1.83

It is clear that for each straight line

λ =
1(

a+ b · log
(
v?k
ν

)
+ 2 · log

(
r
k

))2 (3.11)

3.2 Velocity Distribution

Observations on velocity distributions were made for pipes with diameters of
2.5 centimeters, 5 centimeters, and 10 centimeters, with Reynolds numbers
between 104 and 106 (see tables 5.8 to 5.13). Since the velocity distributions
were symmetrical, only one-half the curve had to be considered in the
evaluation of test data. A dimensionless equation of the form

u

U
= f

(y
r

)
(3.12)

was selected to show the variation of the velocity distribution with the
value r

k
. In this equation U is the maximum velocity, and u is the velocity

at any point y distant from the wall in a pipe of radius r. This relationship
is shown in figure 6.12 for a smooth pipe and for such velocity distributions
at various degrees of relative roughness as lie within the region of the
quadratic law of resistance. This figure indicates that as the relative
roughness increases, the velocity distribution assumes a more pointed form.
Our earlier tests with the smooth pipe have shown, however, that as the
Reynolds number increases the velocity distribution assumes a blunter form.
A very simple law for the velocity distribution in rough pipes is obtained
from the following plotting. The dimensionless velocity u

v?
is shown in figure

6.13 plotted against y
r
. The term v? is the “friction velocity”, v? =

√
τ0
ρ

as

previously introduced. This figure indicates that in the regions away from
the wall the velocity distributions are similar. If, in accordance with Von
Kàrmàn, the plotting is for U−u

v?
= f

(
y
r

)
, the similar curves merge to form

a single curve (figure 17). The velocity distributions for the different
degrees of relative roughness also merge to almost a single curve if the
dimensionless term u

v?
is plotted against log

(
y
k

)
. It may be seen that all the

observed points agree very well with the straight line, only however for
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those velocity distributions which come within the region of the quadratic
law of resistance (figure 6.14). This line has the equation

u

v?
= 8.48 + 5.75 · log

(y
k

)
= A+B · log

(y
k

)
(3.13)

Following the method of Prandtl (reference [19]) in obtaining a universal law
of velocity distribution in smooth pipes there is used here a dimensionless
distance from the wall η = y v?

ν
to obtain the universal equation for velocity

distribution
u

v?
= ϕ = 5.5 + 5.75 · log η . (3.14)

If the relationship ϕ = f (log η) is now plotted for rough pipes, figures
6.15(a) to 6.15(f) are obtained, which in every case yield a straight
line for the dimensionless velocity. Each figure corresponds to a definite
relative roughness and to the several Reynolds numbers recorded; figure
6.15(a) corresponds to the smallest roughness r

k
= 507, figure 6.15(b) to

the next to smallest, etc. There is furthermore shown on every figure the
velocity distribution in the smooth pipe as given by equation (3.14). The
observation points lying on this straight line were obtained not in a smooth
pipe but in a rough pipe at such a small Reynolds number that the influence
of the roughness is not noticeable. These straight lines for a given relative
roughness shift with an increasing Reynolds number to a position parallel
to that of the straight line for the smooth pipe. A careful study of the
individual test points shows that those near the wall (small values of log η)
as well as those near the axis (large values of log η) lie slightly above the
line.
The term A as indicated by equation (3.13) has a constant value in the
region of the quadratic law of resistance. In the transition regions I and
II, however, A depends upon the Reynolds number u2r

ν
and on the relative

roughness k
r
in such a manner that A essentially depends only on the product

Re ·
√
λ
(
k
r

)
in accordance with equation (3.7a). From equation (3.6b)

√
λ = 2.83 · v?

u

so that

Re ·
√
λ ·
(
k

r

)
= 5.66 ·

(
v?k

ν

)
.

There may then be obtained an expression of the form

A =
u

v?
− 5.75 · log

(y
k

)
= f

(
log

(
v?k

ν

))
. (3.15)

In order to determine the magnitude of A for each velocity distribution
curve, the term u

v?
− 5.75 · log

(
y
k

)
was obtained from figures 6.15(a) to 6.15(e)
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for every test point of each velocity curve and was plotted as a function of
y
r
. From the plotted result the value of A was determined for the velocity

curve under consideration. Particular care must be used in this determination
at medium distances from the wall, since, on the one hand, the value of y
cannot be accurately obtained for points near the wall, and furthermore the
viscosity has a noticeable influence here, and on the other hand, a regular
deviation always occurs for points near the axis. The value of A as found
in this manner for all velocity curves was then plotted as a function of
log
(
v?k
ν

)
(see figure 16). The form of curve A as a function of log

(
v?k
ν

)
is very similar to the curve for the resistance law obtained by plotting
1√
λ
− 2 · log

(
r
k

)
against log

(
v?k
ν

)
from equation (3.8).

An analytical proof of this relationship may be obtained by the same method
as that used for the smooth pipe (references [12] and [19]. In accordance
with equation (3.13)

u

v?
= A+B · log

(y
k

)
(3.16a)

or, if this equation is written for the pipe axis, that is, u = U, y = r:

U

v?
= A+B · log

( r
k

)
. (3.16b)

From the equation U−u
v?

= f
(
y
r

)
there may be obtained by integration the term

U − u
v?

= β . (3.17a)

If U−u
v?

is plotted as a function of
(
y
r

)2
, the result will be

β = 3.75

Then, from equation (3.17a)
U = u+ βv? (3.17b)

and from equation (3.6b) the relationship between the coefficient of resistance
and the average velocity u is found from

u =
2.83√
λ
· v? (3.18)

Substituting equation (3.18) into equation (3.17b) and dividing by v?

U

v?
=

2.83√
λ

+ β
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and then from equation (3.16b))

2.83√
λ

= A+B · log
( r
k

)
− β (3.19a)

or with B = 5.75
2.83√
λ
−
(
5.75 · log

( r
k

)
− β

)
= A . (3.19b)

The desired relationship between the velocity distribution and the law of
resistance is given in equations (3.15) and (3.19b). It may be expressed in
the following form

u

v?
− 5.75 · log

(y
k

)
=

2.83√
λ
−
(
5.75 · log

( r
k

)
− β

)
= f

(
log

(
v?k

ν

))
. (3.20)

Figure 16 contains in addition to the values of A computed from the velocity
distributions by equation (3.15), the computed values obtained from the law
of resistance by equation (3.19b). The agreement between the values of A
determined by these two methods is satisfactory.
By the same method as in figure 6.11, the curve A may be represented as a
function of log

(
v?k
ν

)
. Within the range of the law of resistance where the

effect of viscosity is not yet present the law for smooth pipes applies, that
is,

0 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 0.55 A = 5.5 + 5.75 · log

(
v?k

ν

)
. (3.21a)

The transition region from the law of resistance of the smooth pipe to the
quadratic law of resistance of the rough pipe may be divided into three
zones:

I. 0.55 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 0.85 A = 6.59 + 3.5 · log

(
v?k

ν

)
(3.21b)

II. 0.85 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 1.15 A = 9.58 (3.21c)

III. 1.15 6 log

(
v?k

ν

)
6 1.83 A = 11.5− 1.62 · log

(
v?k

ν

)
(3.21d)

and within the zone of the quadratic law of resistance:

log

(
v?k

ν

)
> 1.83 A = 8.48 . (3.21e)

These expressions describe with sufficient accuracy the laws of velocity
distribution and of resistance for pipes with walls roughened in the manner
here considered.
Finally, it will be shown briefly that the Von Kármán (reference [26])
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equation for the velocity distribution

U − u
v?

= −1

κ
·
[
ln

(
1−

√
1− y

r

)
+

√
1− y

r

]
(3.22)

derived analytically on the basis of his hypothesis of similarity, agrees
with the experimental data. The term κ is a universal constant obtained
from the velocity distribution. In figure 17, the curve drawn through the
experimental points agrees almost exactly with the curve for this equation.
With very large Reynolds numbers where the influence of viscosity is very
slight, the velocity distributions according to Von Kármán’s treatment do
not depend upon the type of wall surface nor upon the Reynolds number. Good
agreement with κ = 0.36 is obtained between experimental and theoretical
curves for such velocity distribution up to the vicinity of the wall. It may
be concluded from this that at a definite interval y, from the wall, the type
of flow and the momentum change are independent of the type of wall surface.
In order to include those observation points for velocity distributions which
are near the wall the term U−u

v?
was evaluated from the universal velocity

distribution equation (3.14) in the following manner: If equation (3.14) is
written for the maximum velocity by letting u = U and y = r, then

U

v?
= 5.5 + 5.75 · log

(v?r
ν

)
.

If equation (3.14) is subtracted from this equation, there is obtained

U − u
v?

= 5.75 · log
(
r

y

)
. (3.23)

In contrast to the theoretical curve of Von Kármán which agrees with the
observations taken near the wall only if a different value of κ is used,
the above equation obtained from the observations describes the entire range
between the surface and the axis of the pipe. It is of interest to consider
for comparison the equation which Darcy (reference [3]) obtained in 1855, on
the basis of careful measurements. His equation for velocity distribution,
in the notation of this article, is

U − u
v?

= 5.08 ·
(
1− y

r

)3/2
. (3.24)

In figure 17, equation (3.23) is represented by a full line and equation
(3.24) by a dotted line. The Darcy curve shows good agreement except for
points near the wall where y

r
< 0.35. This imperfection of the Darcy formula

is due to the fact that his observations nearest the wall were for y
r
= 0.33.

Up to this limit the agreement of equation (3.24) with the observed data is
very good.
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3.3 Exponential Law

Even though the velocity distribution is adequately described by equation
(3.13) or equation (3.23), it is sometimes convenient to have an exponential
expression which may be used as an approximation. Prandtl from a dimensional
approach concluded from the Blasius law of resistance that the velocity u
near the wall during turbulent flow varies with the 1/7 power of the distance
from the wall, (references [16, 25] and [9]), that is

u = a · y1/7 (3.25)

in which a is a constant for each velocity curve. It is to be emphasized
that the exponent 1/7 holds only for smooth pipes in the range of the Blasius
law (up to Re = 105), but that for larger Reynolds numbers it decreases, as
shown by our earlier observations, (references [12] and [10]) to 1/10. The
situation is entirely different in the case of rough pipes; here within the
range of our experiments the exponent for an increasing relative roughness
increases from 1/7 to 1/4.
Equation (3.25) may be written in another form if the velocity and the
distance from the wall are made dimensionless by using the friction velocity
v?:

u

v?
= ϕ = C ·

(yv?
ν

)n
= Cηn

in which, according to equation (3.25), n = 1/7. Then

logϕ = logC + n · log η . (3.26)

If logϕ is plotted as a function of log η there results a straight line with
slope n. This relationship is shown in figure 18 for various degrees of
relative roughness and also for a velocity distribution in a smooth pipe.
All of the velocity distributions for rough pipes shown in this figure lie
within the range of the quadratic law of resistance. It is evident from the
figure that within the range of relative roughness investigated here the
exponent n increases from 0.133 to 0.238. From the recorded curve for the
smooth pipe n = 0.116. In order to determine the variation in the exponent n
with the Reynolds number for a fixed relative roughness, the value of logϕ
as a function of log η has been determined for various Reynolds numbers and
for a relative roughness r

k
= 126. The change of slope of the line was found

to be very slight with variations of Reynolds number. The smallest recorded
values of Reynolds number lie within the region defined as range I of the
resistance law where the coefficient of resistance λ is the same as for a
smooth pipe; the next larger Reynolds numbers lie in range II (transition
region), and the largest in range III (quadratic law of resistance). Figure
18 shows that points on the pipe axis deviate from the locations obtained by
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the exponential law.

3.4 Prandtl’s Mixing Length

The well-known expression of Prandtl (references [17, 13, 14] and [15]) for
the turbulent shearing stress is:

τ

ρ
= `2

∣∣∣∣dudy
∣∣∣∣ dudy . (3.27a)

The determination of the mixing length ` from the velocity profiles may be
easily carried out by means of equation (3.27a). By rearrangement:

` =

√√√√ τ
ρ(

du
dy

)2 . (3.27b)

The shearing stress τ at any point is in linear relationship to the shearing
stress τ0 at the wall;

τ = τ0 ·
(
1− y

r

)
. (3.28)

In the computation of the variation of mixing length ` with the distance
from the wall by equation (3.27b), the value of du

dy
was found graphically

from the velocity distributions. This is somewhat difficult in the vicinity
of the pipe axis since there the values of both τ

ρ
and du

dy
are very small. The

procedure necessary to obtain the value of accurately as possible has been
described in detail in a previous article (reference [12]).
The dimensionless mixing length distribution arrived at in this manner for
large Reynolds numbers lying within the range of the quadratic law of
resistance has been plotted in figure 19. The curve shown is that obtained
from observations on smooth pipes, expressed according to Prandtl in the
form:

`

r
= 0.14− 0.08 ·

(
1− y

r

)2
− 0.06 ·

(
1− y

r

)4
. (3.29)

There exists, therefore, the same mixing length distribution in rough as
in smooth pipes. This fact leads to the conclusion that the mechanics of
turbulence, except for a thin layer at the wall, are independent of the type
of wall surface.
In order to present in a compact form the variation of the mixing length
distribution with the Reynolds number and with the relative roughness, there

is plotted in figure 20 the term log 10
(
`
y

)
against the term log η = log

(
v?y
ν

)
.

Each of the curves drawn from the top to the bottom of the figure corresponds
to a given Reynolds number which is indicated as a parameter. Since `

y
has

its largest values near the walls, the points for that region are in the
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upper part of the figure and points near the pipe axis are in the lower
part. The curves drawn from left to right connect points of equal y

r
-value.

These curves are parallel to the horizontal axis for Reynolds numbers and
degrees of relative roughness at which the viscosity has no influence. This
horizontal direction does not obtain for low Reynolds numbers and for low
degrees of relative roughness; there is, therefore, a noticeable effect of
viscosity in such ranges. The fact is again borne out by figures 19 and 20
that for high Reynolds numbers where viscosity has no influence the mixing
length distribution and therefore the mechanics of turbulence are independent
of the Reynolds number and of the relative roughness.

3.5 Relationship between Average and Maximum
Velocities

From equation (3.16b):

U = v? ·
(
A+B · log

( r
k

))
(3.16c)

then from equation (3.17b);

u = v? ·
(
A+B · log

( r
k

)
− β

)
(3.30)

in which B is a constant (B = 5.75) for all Reynolds numbers and for all
degrees of relative roughness, while A is constant only within the range of
the quadratic law of resistance and varies with v?k

ν
outside of that range

and β has the value 3.75. If equation (3.30) is divided by equation (3.16c):

u

U
=
A+B · log

(
r
k

)
− β

A+B · log
(
r
k

) . (3.31)

A previous study has shown that in accordance with equations (3.21a) to
(3.21e) the term A is a function of v?k

ν
. Then for a fixed value of relative

roughness r
k
there is obtained from equation (3.31) the relationship:

u

U
= f

(
log

(
v?k

ν

))
. (3.32)

This expression is shown in figure 21 with each curve representing a different
relative roughness. The curves have been computed from equation (3.31) and
the points (tables 5.2 to 5.7) are experimental observations.
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4 SUMMARY

This study deals with the turbulent flow of fluids in rough pipes with various
degrees of relative roughness k

r
(in which k is the average projection of the

roughening and r is the radius of the pipe). The requirements of similitude
have been met by using test pipes which were geometrically similar in form
(including the roughening). The roughness was obtained by sand grains cemented
to the walls. These had an approximately similar form and a corresponding
diameter k. If k

r
is the same for two pipes, the pipes are geometrically similar

with geometrically similar wall surfaces. There remained to be determined
whether in these two pipes for a given Reynolds number the resistance factor
λ would be the same and whether the function λ = f(Re) would yield a smooth
curve . There was further to be determined whether the velocity distributions
for pipes with equal relative roughness k

r
are similar and how they vary with

the Reynolds number. The measurements show that there is actually a function
λ = f(Re). The velocity distributions for a given relative roughness show a
very slight dependence on the Reynolds number, but on the other hand, the form
of the velocity distribution is more pronouncedly dependent on the relative
roughness. As the relative roughness increases, the velocity distribution
assumes a more pointed form. A study of the question whether the exponential
law of Prandtl also applied to rough pipes showed that velocity distributions
may be expressed by an exponential law of the form u = a · yn, in which the
value of n increases from 0.133 to 0.238, as the relative roughness increases.
Experimental data were obtained for six different degrees of relative rough-
ness with Reynolds numbers ranging from Re = 104 to 106 . If flow conditions
are considered divided into three ranges, the observations indicated the
following characteristics for the law of resistance in each range. In range
I for small Reynolds numbers the resistance factor is the same for rough as
for smooth pipes. The projections of the roughening lie entirely within the
laminar layer for this range. In range II (transition range) an increase in
the resistance factor was observed for an increasing Reynolds number. The
thickness of the laminar layer is here of the same order of magnitude as that
of the projections. In range III the resistance factor is independent of the
Reynolds number (quadratic law of resistance). Here all the projections of
the roughening extend through the laminar layer and the resistance factor λ
is expressed by the simple formula

λ =
1(

1.74 + 2 · log
(
r
k

))2 . (3.4)
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If a single expression is desired to describe the resistance factor for all
ranges, then for all of the test data 1√

λ
− 2 · log

(
r
k

)
may be plotted against

log
(
v?k
ν

)
in which v? =

√
τ0
ρ
. The resulting general expression is:

λ =
1(

a+ b · log
(
v?k
ν

)
+ 2 · log

(
r
k

))2 (3.11)

in which the values of a and b are different for the different ranges.
The velocity distribution is given by the general expression:

u

v?
= A+B · log

(y
k

)
(3.16a)

in which B = 5.75 and A = 8.48 within the region of the quadratic law of
resistance, and in the other regions depends also upon

(
v?k
ν

)
.

The relationship between the velocity distribution law and the law of
resistance is found to be:

u

v?
− 5.75 · log

(y
k

)
=

2.83√
λ
−
(
5.75 · log

( r
k

)
− β

)
= f

(
log

(
v?k

ν

))
. (3.20)

in which β = 3.75 as determined from the Von Kármán velocity distribution law

U − u
v?

= f
(y
r

)
.

Integration of the preceding equation yields:

U − u
v?

= β (3.17a)

and from this, by means of the velocity distribution law, the ratio of the
average velocity u to the maximum velocity U may be plotted against

(
v?k
ν

)
.

Finally, the Prandtl mixing length formula

τ

ρ
= `2

∣∣∣∣dudy
∣∣∣∣ dudy . (3.27a)

was used to obtain the variation of the mixing length ` with the distance y
from the wall. The following empirical equation resulted:

`

r
= 0.14− 0.08 ·

(
1− y

r

)2
− 0.06 ·

(
1− y

r

)4
. (3.29)

This empirical equation is applicable only to large Reynolds numbers and to
the entire range of the quadratic law of resistance, where viscosity has no
influence.

Translated by A. A. Brielmaier
Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri
April, 1937
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Figure 6.1
Relation between the resistance factor ψ = λ

2
and the Reynolds number for surface roughness. (The numbers

on the curves indicate the test results of various investigators.)

Figure 6.2
Relation between the resistance factor ψ = λ

2
and the Reynolds number for surface corrugation. (The numbers

on the curves indicate the test results of various investigators.)41



Figure 6.3
Test apparatus

42



Figure 6.4
Microphotograph of sand grains which produce uniform roughness. (Magnified
about 20 times.)
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Figure 6.5
Hooked tube for measuring static pressure (distance y between wall and
observation point is r

2
).
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Figure 6.6
Variation of readings with direction of hooked tube.
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Figure 6.7
Correction curve for determining static pressure.
a is resistance of hooked tube
h is resistance of smooth pipe
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Figure 6.8
Velocity distribution with x

d
= 40 and x

d
= 50 for r

k
= 15 and Re = 150× 103 (y

is distance between wall and observation point).
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Figure 6.9
Relation between log (100λ) and logRe.
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Figure 6.10
Relation between 1√

λ
and log r

k
.

Figure 6.11

Relation between
(

1√
λ
− 2 · log r

k

)
and

(
log
(
v?k
ν

))
.
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Figure 6.12
Relation between u

U
and y

r
within the region of the quadratic law of resistance.
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Figure 6.13
Relation between u

v?
and y

r
.
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Figure 6.14
Relation between u

v?
and log y

k
.
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Figure 6.15
Relation between u

v?
and log η.
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Figure 15 (Continued.)
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Figure 15 (Continued.)
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Figure 16

Relation between
(
u
v?
− 5.75 · log y

k
= 2.83√

λ
− 5.75 · log r

k
+ 3.75

)
and

(
log
(
v?k
ν

))
.
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Figure 17

Relation between
(
umax−u

v?
= U−u

v?

)
and

(
y
r

)
.
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Figure 18
Relation between logϕ and log η for various degrees of roughness.
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Figure 19
Relation between l

r
and y

r
for large Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 20

Relation between log
(
10 l

y

)
and log η.
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Figure 21
Relation between u

U
and log

(
v?k
ν

)
.
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